Master Builder Cost To Complete
Little Known – Little Used, TOO bad!
We have seen a whole lot of Master Builder Users who have never used and sometimes have never even seen the Cost
To Complete tool in the program. These are the same folks who have project managers keeping an Excel spreadsheet to
keep track of costs out on the jobsite. So, a feature that REALLY makes use of the powerful integration features tends to
get overlooked. Here is how it works:

COST TO COMPLETE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the Cost to Complete menu in project management (6‐8)
Open #1 Cost to Complete.
Select a job and enter your approximate Labor Burden Rate
Press Options/Update.

5. You just went to several parts of the system and pulled in lots of data in summary:
a. Budget (Revised)
i. Budget Files for Original Budget Numbers PLUS
ii. Budget Changes in Change Orders
b. Cost to Date
i. Job Cost Records (6‐3) pulling costs from AP Invoices, Payroll Records, Equipment Allocations,
and/or Inventory Allocations REAL TIME! So, if the accounting is being done on a timely basis,
you have some pretty accurate numbers!
ii. Daily Payroll Figures (5‐5‐1). That’s why you put the labor burden rate in. These have not been
calculated yet
c. % Comp (Costs divided by Budget)
6. You can now enter your “eyeball” percent complete figures in the % actual column
a. Adjust % Comp back to 100%
b. Enter percentage that includes material and services delivered but not yet billed.
c. Press the calculator to have a pretty good figure for a cost to complete.

HOURS TO COMPLETE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hours to complete is almost exactly like Cost to Complete only with hours instead of dollars
Master Builder allows you to budget hours by cost code.
It also allows enter changes in hours in the Change Order section.
Update the screen with Options/Update.
If you are using Daily Payroll you will have hours as of yesterday!

DAILY PAYROLL
Up‐to‐date labor figures require time and energy to properly track and control. Is it worth it? YES! If either
of the above were compared to a speedometer or gas gauge, you would be seeing your performance in real
time. Otherwise, any gauge is telling you what circumstances were as much as two weeks late!
We mention tracking labor on a daily basis to many of our contractor clients. The usual response is that “we
have a hard enough time getting people to turn in their timecards once a week! How are we going to do this
daily?” We agree that this is difficult. Is it worth the difficulty? YES! The result is accurate labor costs on a
timely basis! The answer is to have the lead person, foreman, supt., or project manager do this daily. How
does it get done?
1. Top management or the company owner has to make this happen! Unless these people agree that
timely and accurate information is a good thing, the plan to implement is almost guaranteed to
fizzle.
2. The managers can fill out forms, OR
3. A project coordinator type can call people in the field daily to get this information.
4. Daily payroll can be pulled from 6‐11‐6 Daily Field Reports entered by the manager or by the
project coordinator.
5. There’s not a lot of extra work to do payroll since with a couple of mouse clicks one can generate
timecards from the dailies. VERY SLICK!

